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 The Fukushima Disaster caused inflow of contaminated 
water into Pacific Ocean in 2011.

 Fisheries in Fukushima has been suspended their 
operation since 2011.

 But, radioactive matters (Ce134 &137) in most of 
seafood have not exceeded the criteria for a whole 
year (100Bq/Kg Japan, 1000Bq/Kg FAO) around 
Fukushima. 

Background
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 Source: Fisheries Agency www.jfa.maff.go.jp
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 73 species are in trial operation as of May 2016 (Fisheries Agency).
[47 species of fish]
Aomeeso, plaice, doederleinia berycoides, Pacific ocean perch, Ishikawa Shirauo, black scraper, multi-
necked giant sea bass, Kagamidai, Lepidotrigla microptera, amberjack, Lophius litilon, felicity, Kounago, 
southern mackerel, Komonfugu, shark-skin flounder, halfbeak, Spanish mackerel, Shousaifugu, Shirauo, 
whitebait, chum salmon, pollock, Souhachi, hairtail, Chidai, tiger puffer, flows Meita Whangarei, 
Higanfugu, Hireguro, yellowtail, gurnard, smooth dogfish, horse mackerel, sardine, littlemouth flounder, 
mackerel, red sea bream, cod, John dory, balloonfish, Migigarei , Mushigarei, ridged-eye flounder, medal, 
willow Mushigarei and Helicolenus hilgendorfi
[Crustaceans eight]
Blue crab, Ind., Snow crab, Higoromoebi, Hiratsumegani, Benizuwaigani, button shrimp and northern 
prawn
[Squid, octopus Seven Species]
Ken Saki cuttlefish, Jindouika, squid, octopus, enteroctopus dofleini, Yanagidako and squid
[Nine shellfish]
Abalone, clams, Ezoboramodoki, write Maki by, Chidjimiezobora, Nagabai, Himeezobora, sakhalin surf 
clam and Mosusogai
[Other two]
Okinamako, sea urchins

Trial operation toward re-open
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 Fukushima is about to consider resuming their fishing 
operation in few years.

 But, do you think consumers would buy seafood from 
Fukushima?

Background
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Is it possible for Fukushima fisheries to re-start??

 To estimate willingness to pay (WTP) for seafood 
around Fukushima, by comparing WTP for seafood in 
other domestic areas.

 To estimate WTP for Local labels and eco-labels as 
alternative market strategies when economic loss of 
Fukushima seafood is considerable.

Research Question & Objective
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Method

Conjoint Analysis (Choice Experiment) by web survey
Marginal Willingness to Pay (MWTP) can be estimated 
for each attribute in the followings
4 Attributes

• Prices 
• Prefectures (Fukushima, Miyagi, Ibaraki vs Domestic)

• Local labels（Soma, Iwaki, Joban, Ishinomaki, Shiogama, Hazaki vs No label)

• Ecolabels (MSC & MEL Japan) ｖｓ No label
• Species (Cod and Whitebait)
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Map around Fukushima
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Prefectures
Local



Species

• Cod (Gadus macrocephalus)
• Demersal fish tends to be suspicious to contain 

radioactive substance because it stays sea bottom

• Whitebait (Engraulis japonicus)
• Pelagic fish has been in trial operation toward re-

open the fishery.

*They are ones of the highest landing species in Fukushima
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Eco-labels
Provided respondents with minimum information 

MSC Ecolabels MEL Japan
Globally distributed     Locally authorized labels
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Respondents
 3,000 domestic seafood shoppers at the age of 15 

- 69 along statistics in Japan
 Survey 
Web survey

Survey Design
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Result: Estimated price and Ecolabels

With the following ecolabels,
• MSC ＋８２ yen
• MEL Japan ＋５９ yen
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Item Estimated  price In Supermarket

Whitebait 151 yen / 80g 165 yen / 80g

Cod fillet 150 yen / 125g 153-310 yen / 
125g



Result: Domestic vs Prefectures

Compared with Domestic (150 yen), 
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－１０８ yen

－６２ yen

－５６ yen

(103 yen/USD)



Result: Local Labels

Compared with no label, 
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+ 65 yen

(103 yen/USD)

+ 53 yen

－15 yen

+ 26 yen

+ 28 yen

+ 15 yen



Conclusion

• Significant economic loss in Fukushima seafood (-108 yen)
• Seafood in Japan is obligated to display its place of 

origin
• Displaying a local name is much better than prefecture

• Reputational damages in adjacent areas (Miyagi – 62 yen 
and Ibaraki -56 yen)
• Being improved recently

• Almost all local labels works better than domestic and 
prefectural labels

• Ecolabels to add values (MSC 82 yen, MEL Japan 59 yen)
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